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ed, all toeing
moment that his absence was noted. ary. The cause of death was given birthday of the little Princess Julia mation concerning Deming and the
President, Assessor Lucas Maetas of Mora
Hon. L. B. Prince; vice president, ty, was fined $50 for carrying a con- The pardon was sent hack to the gov- - as Addison's diesase." The warrant Louisa Emma Marie Wilhelmina. The Mimbres valley.
is making a holiday of the an
Candido Roibal was: ernor
Hon. Malaquias Martinez; secretary cealed weapon.
and Ramirez is "being hunted as .charges that Mrs. Potterton was killed capital
niversary.
and treasurer, Colonel Venceslao Jara- given a year in the reform school at a fugitive from justice.
' with arsenic.
GLADSTONE LEAVES
millo. May 25 was designated as the Springer for assault with a deadly
FOR SOUTH AMERICA.
SANTA FE WILL SPEND
date for the annual commencement weapon. Fred Alexander of Roy was
London, April 30. Viscount Glad
. and
$5,000,000 IN COLORADO.
September 6 for the beginning of given eighteen months in the reform
stone, accompanied by the Viscountess
the next year's work. All the reports school for stealing a horse.' Celedon
Denver, Colo., April 30. Approx- and a numerous suite, departed towere of the most encouraging nature. Mortinez and two brothers pleaded
imately $5,000,000 of the $31,000,000 day for South America to assume his
HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
Fe system duties as first governor general of the
Although this is the first year of the guilty of stealing cattle. Juan Ro- fill
or
out
have
if
this
If not,
you
any doubt,
coupon and mail to X authorized by the Santa
will new South African confederation
institution and it has (had to struggle mero, B. Tais and Felipe Maetas were
Paul A. F. Walter, Supervisor of Census, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
X for improvements and extensions
with very inadequate means, yet, over found guilty of assault with intent to
of the union of Cape Colony,
according to
On April 15th, I was living at the address given below, but to the X be spent in .Colorado,
fifty students have been in attendance kill. The grand jury returned twentv- of my knowledge I have not been enumerated there or any-- X information secured following a meet Natal, the Transvaal and tne Orange
best
and they have all entered into the five indictments. Court
ing of Santa Fe officials in this city River Colony. It Is proposed to in- where else.
adjourned to-work or tne school with enthusiasm, j day and Judge John R. McFie and Dis.
Street and No.
Name
yesterday. The principal part of this augurate the union officially on May
Mrs. Dixon who has been acting prin- - trict Attorney Ward left over the
sum, it is said, will be used in double- - 31, under the presidency of the Prince
City
j
mountains for Taos, where court will
tracking the line between Denver and ( of Wales, who is going to Soutlh Africa
(Continued on Page Eight.)
to preside at the ceremony.
convene on Monday.
Pueblo.

Dr. J. K. Goodall, mayor of East Las
Vegas, today resigned as a mistee of
the territorial asylum for, the insane
at Las Vegas on account of press of
other official duties. Governor Mills
filled the vacancy by appointing O. L.
Gregory, a former member of the
board, who rendered very efficient service.
Pay Day Today.
Today was pay day fr.r territorial
and federal officials in th's city.
Good Roads Tr'-eTerritorial Engineer V non L. Sullivan yesterday mare a t '! over the
road to Santa Cruz which the good
roads commission in co-- eration with
the board of county commissioners ex
pect to nut in good condition. This.
afternoon Governor Mills, Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa and Engineer
Sullvan inspected the good roads work
on La Bajada hill, twenty miles south
of Santa Fe.
Several Water Applications Approved.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan today approved a number of applications for water rights for small
irrigation projects in various parts of
the territory. The applications of the
following were approved:
Homer V. Scofield of Alamogordo,
.for' waters of Tularosa and Tecolote
canons, to irrigate 400 acres.
L. F. Hutchinson of Fruitland, for
water out of arroyos on the meadows
in San Juan county, to irrigate 320
acres.
George, Parker and Lamb of Liberty, for waters of Bluewater arroyo, to
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Horse Thieves at Las Vegas Twenty-fhorses have been stolen from
various parties north of Las Vegas.
Died on the Train J. L. Hogle on
his way home io Nebraska from Los
Angeles, died on Santa Fe train No.
2 near Raton.
His wife was with him.
at
Burned
Out A bridge
Bridge
Campana on the El Paso and Southwestern line to Dawson from Tucum-ear- i
burned out this week and delayed
traffic considerably.
L. Flores Struck by Falling Rail
L. Flores had his left leg crushed at
Mora
Watrous.
county, yesterday
while unloading rails on the Santa Fe.
One rail fell on his leg.
Taken to Reformatory
George
Richards, of Albuquerque, who was recently sentenced to a year in the reformatory at Springer, N. M., was

AP SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.
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MAKUFACTURER

Soitz

j

taken there yesterday.

JEWELER

Suit for Divorce Charging that his
wife deserted him without good and
sufficient reason, Jose N. Tana, of Sanz
doval, filed suit for divorce from
de Salazar Tana in district court
at Albuquerque.
Big Forest Fire Burns in Arizona
Fire is raging in Temporal canon in
the Santa Ritas, Arizona. Eleven hundred acres are burning, and 50 men
are fighting. There is a strong wind
and danger of the entire forest being
destroyed.
Death of Wife of Santa Fe Agent
Mrs. Mattie Howe Cundiff, wife of the
Santa Fe agent at. Las Vegas, died
Thursday night, after a brief illness.
Besides her husband she leaves seven
children, the oldest 20 and the young-

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT (JF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
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Summer Shoes
For Young Men
Perfect fit that means comfi ort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
iou are sure or getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of
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Pfwf $350
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insure you an exact fit, whatever your
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.

Regal

quarter-size-

s

foot-leng-
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Died of Whooping Cough Arthur
Edgar Lipsett, the six months old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lipsett, died
at Las Vegas of whooping cough.
Not the Delgado Street Bridge
The contractors building a fine concrete bridge over the Una de Gato,
twelve miles southeast of Raton have
completed their work.
Communion Tomorrow The Kev.
Dr. Hart in, a young eloquent minister
from Pennsylvania, will preach at the
Presbyterian church Sunday morning.
Communion will be celebrated.
Newspaper Changes Hands Wester
& Wester sold their interest in the
Vaughn News to J. E. Fields, of Buchanan, Guadalupe county.
Six O'clock Mass During the spring
and summer, the first mass at the Ca- thedral on Sunday will be celebrated
at (i o'clock in the morning. The sec- ond mass will be at 9:30 a. m. and the
third at 10:30 a. m. The last mass
will be a high mass as usual, with ser- mon in Spanish.
Or. Small Locates Here Dr. Stand- lev G. Small formerly a resident of
the Xortfh Side, Pittsburg, where he
practiced medicine for twelve years,
and who has peen spending some
weeks as a healthseeker at the Palace hotel here, has decided to make
Santa Fe his home. He and Mrs.
Small have rented the house on Hillside avenue formerly the residence of
Mr. Van Stone and are moving their
furniture in it today. Dr. Small declares that Santa Fe has the ideal
climate and he came here because of
this fact. The physician will practice medicine here, where he already
has manv friends.
Planting Test Crops "In accord-- !
ance with the directions of Profes- sor J. D. Tinsley, the Santa Fe's
agricultural expert, the farmers of
the mesa next week will begin the
planting of their test crops. Profes
sor Tinsley on his last visit here urg-ed the farmers to wait until May 1
before starting to sow oats and put
He left supin other cereal crops.
plies of seeds for several of the mesa
farmers, each of whom will devote
five acres to the experimental crops.
In addition to the test crops the farmers of the mesa district will be busily engaged in putting in seed for
their regular crops." Las Vegas

ive
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tion tonight.

Really, what are we folks doing
With our fretting and our stewing?
Life is one strange institution
That's away beyond solution.
Just one thing after another.
Can you tell the answer, brother?
It's too deep for me.
Lakewood Progress.

No. 40

Telephone

Denver,

Forecast for New Mexico: X
Fair weather tonight and Sun- - N
day; cooler in southeast por- -

On the square now, ain't it funny?
Covering each other's money.
Pushing, crowding, fighting, striving,
Beating down and bargain driving,
Always looking out for trouble,
Getting it. and sometimes double
What it ought to be.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL

V

Every day of life we're slaving,
Skimping sacrificing, saving,
Planning, figuring and scheming,
Just as though we thought we'd never
Quit this earth, but live forever,
Just as now we do.

Bobolink

WITH

minor city topics

WHAT'S THE ANSWER?
Did you ever sit and wonder,
Sit and wonder what in thunder
Ls the use of all the worry,
All the skurry and the worry,
All the work and all the hustle,
All the rustle and tilie hustle
That we folks so through?

Imperial
Jerssv Cream
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Arrested for Violating Game Laws
John Mayer a Santa Fe machinist,
was placed under arrest at Albuquer-que yesterday morning by virtue of a
warrant sworn out by Deputy Game
and Fish Warden Fred Fisher alleging
est 2 years old.
that. Mayer killed a beaver last Sun-One Case of Chickenpox The dis- day on the Rio Grande near this city.
patch in the Denver papers that a Mayer was released on $100 bail pendhundred cases of smallpox exist in a ing a hearing before Judge Abbott in
construction camp at French, Colfax the district court. The penalty for
county, was based upon the fact that this violation of the game laws is from
one case of chickenpox had been re($100 to $300 fine and costs and im-- j
ported. The patient has been quaran- - prisonment from 30 to 90 days. Maytined at Las Vegas.
er claims he did not know what the'
on mm
aninlal was when he killed it It is
injured ey norse
Walter Searsey was injured at Ros- - understood the territory in a case ofi
well hy having; his horse step in a this kind can also bring civil action
hole, fall and roll upon him. The rider for damages and costs amounting to
was badly crushed under the weight $50 for each animal killed,
uncon- of the horse and remained
Three Deaths in One Family in Two
scions from two o clock in tne atter-- weeks The tlhird death of a grown
noon until midnight He was better person in one family on Hillside avenue since April 15, occurred last night
at last report.
Saloonkeeper Pleads Guilty In the when Mrs. Gavina Yardman, followed
district court at Albuquerque, yester- her husband, Charles Yardman, who
day, Valentino Michi, a saloon keeper died a week ago, to the grave.
was arraigned before Justice Abbott
weeks ago her brother died, thus
under an indictment charging him making three deaths in one family in
with selling liquor to minors. Michi two weeks. Mrs. Yardman was aged
entered a plea, of guilty and was fined 42 years and leaves three children:
$25 with costs aggregating over $50. Gustavo aged 17; Frank aged 15, and
James Dalzadelli, indicted on the same George aged 5 years. The cause of
death was typhoid pneumonia as it
charge has not. yet been arraigned.
House Wrecked by Careless Team was in the case of her husband and
ster The little home of Guadalupe her brother. The funeral will take
Chaves, miner, at Kelly, Socorro coun- place on Monday from the Cathedral.
ty, is a wreck and his baby narrowly Interment will take place in Rosario
escapted death as the result of gross cemetery. In another family, on Cancarelessness on the part of an ore on Road, six deaths were reported.
Fight Pictures Comhauler here. The ore is hauled in
soon to see the fa
Santa
Fe
is
ing
great heavy wagons by four horses.
fight pictures
This driver was the last of a string mous
which were recently shown at the aucoming back empty to the mine, and
to over 25,000
wanted to be sociable, so leaving his ditorium in Denver
in speaking
Post
Denver
The
people.
team to drive themselves he went up
of these pictures said they were un
in
on
and rode
the wagon
front. As
tlhe greatest pictures of the
the wagon came into Kelly the last doubtedly
in the history of the
team tured from the road and tried to greatest fight These two
ring.
prize
lightweights
The space
go between two houses.
40 rounds of the most vicious
was not large enough and the side of fought the
fighting
ring has ever seen and
the Chaves house was ripped off. In- seldom, if ever,
did the referee toudh
side the front corner on the damaged them. There was no
clinching at all
side, on a bed lay the little Chaves and the 22,000 spectators got their
The wagon
baby.
hub, crashing money's worth. The pictures will be
through the frame house, crushed the seen in Santa Fe at the Elks theater
bed. By some miracle the child was next Thursday night, May 5th. The
thrown off onto the floor and escaped seat sale begins at Fischer's drug
the injury. The screams of Mrs. Cha- store May 3. The prices will be 15,
25 and 35 cents.
j ves nnany stopped tne norses.
i
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j
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MULLIGAN & RKIN6
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

I UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

BRK ill TEX up your house, AV lint's the use of living unless you enjoy life !
paint will also keep your housefrom rotting, It Is an investment
as well as a luxury.
ASK your good wife if she doesn't want the house newly painted, You
owe something to her. Reaily, Don't you?
GOOD
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AtSD RETAIL

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ani Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE

i

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
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cerrillos

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
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Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
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DANGER

Kidney

THE SANTA FE

Diseases Are Too Dangerous

for Santa Fe People to Neglect.

The great danger or KTcney troubles
is that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
is gradually undermined.
Backache,

nervousness, lameness,
headache,
soreness, diabetes and Bright's disease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect vour kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
remedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which
has cured people right here in Santa

UK

j

p1uU,

d

,

,

n

States.
Remember the name
and take no other.

d

i

Fe.
Albino Ortega, College Street, Santa Fe, X. M., says: "I am very grateful for the benefit I have received
from Doan's Kidney Pills. For several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for
me to do work on account of pains
au
UM
u,.,
my rouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidney secretions and the passages were scanty and painful. Public
statements given by local people who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills with
benefit, induced me to try them. I
found relief right away and by the
time I had used one box my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
in a normal condition and I feel decidedly better in every respect, I
have great faith in the curative powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

u,a
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considerable number by the U. S. department of agriculture against eliminating from national forests
lands chiefly valuable for graz
ing are regarded by Secretary Wil6V REPUBUGANS son as indicating that many communi- ies fail to realize the limitations
within which the department must act
Members of the Cabinet Will in carrying out faithfully the intent
of
laws. Most of the protests
Make Speeches in Various set existing
forth the injury which it is feared
may result from unregulated grazing
DeCuOnS
on the land to lie eliminated. Sinc
however, the lands which it is proposed to eliminate are neither fostered
CANNOT HOLD GRAZING
now nor regarded as suitable for the
future growing of trees, the government has no authority to hold them as
Be
to
Areas
Timbered
But
None
of the national forests after their
parts
in
National
Included
character has been determined.
Forests.
The policy to be pursued with regard to such lands was recently agreed
Washington Anril 30. Continuing upon by the secretary of agricultim
ft(, I)0licy recentiv inaugurated ot and the secretary of the interior
making 1)ubc defense of the adminis. y
lm
Pres,(lpnt wn0
i ration
against me auacus ot tne uem- - gave it his approval. This policy is
oerats, "insurgents" and muckrakers, not an innovation but is the same
several members of the cabinet are )!0licv which has always been applied
preparing to make speeches in various by the forogt serviCtJ iu deciding
sections of the country.
wnere national
forest boundaries
The first to enter the field will be should be drawn. The reason why
Secretary of the Treasury MacVeagh, lands formerly included in national
who will tomorrow address the Illi- - forests are now being eliminated is to
nois Society of New York. This will ue found not ;n a
change of policy, but
be rather an informal talk, but on in the fact th;lt the actual conditions
the following day he will discuss the were ascertained last year, for the
finances of the government and the flrst time thr0lIh careful boundary
policies of the treasury department examinations
before the trust companies branch of
,
are
me t'us leaiea ny tnose wno
the American Bankers' association,
now making protest against the excluAttorney General Wickersham on sion of the lands in question are un- May 2 will attend the dinner to be ually of two kinds. In
places
given by Chairman Lloyd of the New residents find themselves many to sufYork county Republican
commiUce, fer from an invasion of likely
the range by
and it is expected that he will then
unconmake an address on the accomplish- outsiders. If the grazing is
ments of the Taft administration dur- trolled, transient stock may not only
eat up the forage but also deplete the
ing the one year it has been in conrange through overgrazing, to the loss
trol.
even the eventual ruin of the
and
Later, on June 24 at Chicago, before
the Illinois State Bar Association, he local stock owner. Although Secre
Tao
odt, ,inQ iw iha tary Wilson recognizes that this may
tin ton
bc the case' he has Pointed out to
branch
the
of
legal
government to en- tnose who makfi this argument that
corforce respect for the laws by the
government control of lands valuable
porations and individuals.
grazing was not contempplat-wil- l
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson onl'
talk about the doings of his de--. ed bv he laws authorizing the creation
partment before the farmers' conven-- ' of national forests, except as. far as is
tion, which is to assemble at St. Louis necessary to secure practical admin-froMay 2 to 7, and it is expected istrative boundaries,
that other members of the cabinet will
Another ground of protest against
make speeches during the summer, jthe eliminations is that administration
Not satisfied with the results which by the department of agriculture has
have followed the investigation into already resulted in great improve- the weighing departments of the New ment t0 the water flow or that unreg-Yorcustom house, the treasury de- - ulated
gI.azing will result in polluted
partment has decided to extend its
streams or serious damage to water- quiry into all other branches of the sheds. In some cases the increase In
customs service.
water supply which has followed naThe appraisers' stores at New York tional forests
administration is put as
have been selected for the beginning
as 25 per cent. To those who
high
f thif extended examination, and the
make this point Secretary Wilson is
uciiai uucui, uas iiitiusieu me woiK to replying that every effort has been
four of its most experienced special
made to safeguard water supplies;'
agents. These are J. C. Cummins, that
the eliminations proposed are
at
New York; L. M. Cullom,
stationed
only
along the borders of the forests,
who has been detailed from Baltimore,
A. C. Armstrong, of Boston, and B. and the protection of water flow is
recognized as a legitimate reason for
Parker of EI Paso, Texas.
The case from Texas of John Stof-- retaining brushland even though it is
ifela. vs. M T NTnfrentAttnrnov T T not- denied that in some cases the
Hawkins for plalntIflf and E, s. Ives elimination of purely grazing lands
for defendant, will be argued in the may possibly result in a certain
supreme court of the United States amount of stream pollution, but the
one day in the latter part of this week. department of agriculture holds it has
Delegate Cameron has secured the no authority to try to prevent this
establishment of a postoffice at
through national forest administration
Maricopa county, Arizona, and of such lands. In the main it is believed that the interests of water-userthe appointment of Charles B.
as postmaster.
have been well cared for in makMr. Smith has introduced a bill for ing the eliminations.
the relief of Willard Call and John
Postage to Foreign Countries.
M. Wyatt, which provides; That upon
The department is advised that
the production of satisfactory evi-- many letters mailed in the United
f
dence to him of the death at the port States addressed for delivery in
El Paso, Texas, on or about Novem-jeigcountries, which are subject to
ber 5, 1909, of a certain horse import-- ! our postal union postage rate are pre-eunder provision of paragraph 493 paid only two cents; the senders of
tariff act of 1909, the secretary of the the letters being under the
be, and he is hereby author-- sion, it is presumed, that our
to cancel a certain warehouse cent domestic postage rate is applic- bond No. 26, of date October 29, 1909, able to said letters.
The foreign countries to which the
executed by Willard Cal as princi-, Tnhn
,
t
letter rate amlies. are: Ca,T Wvarr a Rretv in
acCOTdance wjth the provisions of
ada, Cuba,, Mexico, Newfoundland,
said paragraph 493 of the tariff act of the Canal Zone, the Republic of Pa- 1909 and filed with the collector of nama, uhe city of Shanghai, Germany
customs at the port of El Paso, Texas, (by direct steamers only), England,
To all
Ex- - Scotland, Wales and Ireland.
Eliminations
National
Forest
other countries the rate is five cents
olained.
Washington, D. C April 30. The for the first ounce or fraction thereof,
cents for each additional
protests which have been received inland three
ounce or fraction thereof, which must
be fully prepaid or the letter becomes
liable on delivery to a charge equal to
double the amount of the deficient
postage. For instance a single-ratletter prepaid only two cents would
be subject on delivery to an additional
postage charge of six cents.
As charges for postage due on short
paid letters give rise to much complaint postmasters have been directed to caution the patrons of their offices respecting the matter and to give
the notice the widest publicity

S

Doan's

NOTICE.
of
Territorial Engineer.
Department
Number of application 444.
Santa Fe, N. M., Apiil 29, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that on the
22nd day of April, 1910, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, H. R. McGibbon and C. A. Bishop of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico, made an application to the Territorial Engineer
of New Mexico for a permit to appropriate from the public waters of the
Territory of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Santa Cruz creek and Arroyo
Seco at a point S. 41 degrees, 10 minutes E. 9059 ft. dist. from S. W. Cor.
of Sec. 31 T. 21, N. R. 9 E. by means
of diversion and storage and 1,000
acres feet is to be conveyed to Santa
Clara and San Ildefonso Pueblo Indian
grants by means of ditches and reservoir and there used for irrigation of
3,000 acres and domestic use.
The Territorial Engineer will take
this application up for consideration
on the 28th of July, 1910, and all persons who may oppose the granting of
the above application must file their

w

j

ir

;

k

in--

objections substantiated
its (properly hacked with application
number); with the Territorial Engineer on or before that date.
witlh affidav-

VERNON L. SULLIVAN,

1

-

Territorial Engineer.
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A SPIRITED

impres-treasur- y

AND WELL MATCHED

two-ize-

team, is what we send out from this
LIVERY.
'i
We send a driver, too, if desired
What more invigorating than a nveiy
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
bright day.
It being Spring makes the occasion
more enjoyable.
Take a ride and be happy.
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We want two Square and three
second hand UPRIGHT PIANOS.

r
There Is no cough medicine so
as Foley's Honey and Tar. It
never fails to cure coughs, colds,
croup and bronchitis. Sold by
pup-ula-

Stripling--

We allow you a good price
for same in exchange for any

Burrows

Co.

MAY DAY AROUSES

PIANO

ANXIETY IN EUROPE.
London, April 30. Owing to the unusual unrest in labor circles Europe is
awaiting May day with more anxiety
than has been the case in a number of
years. The lockout of the building

This is i gtnd opportunit to trade that old piono on a
HIGHT GRADE NET ONE aad you can pay the balance
ON MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

trades in Germany has aroused intense feeling throughout the empire.
In Paris the prefecture of police has
taken extraordinary precautions to
suppress disorders tomorrow. A dispatch from the French capital today
says that no fewer than twenty regiments of infantry and dragoons are
quartered in the city in anticipation of
trouble. Though the number of unemployed in London is larger than usual
no disturbances are expected here.

in our store,

EYLES MUSIC
All

th-- j

Latest Sheet Music.

CO.
East Side Plaza.
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Were Raw

All Over and

NEW MEXICO.
of th South wctt."
Officers
Detailed
by War Department
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Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
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was Spreading to Body and Limbs
Professional Treatment did No
Good Daughter had tczema,Too.
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A SUCCESS
IN BOTH THESE CASES

To prevent dry, thin and falling hair;
remove dandruff; aliav itching end irritation, and promote' the growth and
beauty of the hair, frequent shampoos
with Cuticura Soap and occasional dressings with Cuticura are usually effective
when all other methods fail. Special
and full directions accompany each
package of Cuticura.
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Flday

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.

Wells Fargo k Gompan
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Tnrougtioat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. 0. BARNES. Aaent

Cuticura Poan Clbr.). Ointment (50c 1. Resolvent
(SOc), and chocolate Owed Pills (!'. ). are sold
throughout the world, potter Drue A- Oliem.Corp
Bole Props.. 137 Columbus Ave.. Boston.
WMalled Free, Cuticura Eook on Sklnaod Scato.

NEWS

i

I

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oi the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'lnshlne every day, but
Ittie rain or snow durtngsesslon.
Eleven Officers. and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, ilamllroa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

CUTICURA

KEEPING THE HAIR

West Point

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

the Humor

" I had eczema on my hands for ten
years. At tirst it would break out only
in winter. Then it finally came to stay.
I had three good doctors to do ail they
could but none of them did any good.
I then used one box of Cuticura Ointment and three bottles of Cuticura
Resolvent and was completely cured.
My hands were raw all over, inside and
out, and the eczema was
all
over mv body and limbs. spreading
Before I had
used one bottle of Cuticura Resolvent,
together with the Cuticura Ointment,
my sores were nearly healed over, and
by the time 1 had used the third bottle, I was entirely well. I had a good
appetite and was fleshier than I ever
was. To any one who has anv skin or
blood disease 1 would honestly ndviso
them to fool with nothing else, but to
get Cuticura and get well. My hands,
cured by the use of Cuticura, have never
given me the least bit of trouble up to
now.
I cannot recommend Cuticura
highly enough, it has done me and my
family 6o much good. My daughter's
hands this summer became perfectly
raw with eczema. She could get nothing that would do them any good until
she tried Cuticura. She used two bottles of Cuticura Resolvent and one box
of Cuticura Ointment and in two weeks
they were entirely cured. I have used
Cuticura for other members of mv family and it always proved successful. I
recommend it to anv one with eczema.
After once using it vou will never ua
else. Mrs. M. E. Falin, Specra
terry, Va., Oct. 19. 1900."

ROSWELL,

Th

RECAST FOR

THE

COMING

WEEK.

Washington, D. C, April "0 President Taft will spend Monday in Pittsburg, attending the Founder's Day exercises at the Carnegie Institute in
the forenoon and speaking at the annual banquet of Americus Republican
The following
Club in the evening.
day he will go to Cincinnati to attend
the May Music festival in that city
and to speak at the unveiling of a
bust of Theodore Thomas. From Cincinnati the President will journey to
St. Louis, where he is scheduled to address a meeting of the National Farmers' Congress called to discuss needed
state and national legislation of importance to those engaged in the agricultural industry.
The cases of Governor Haskell of
Oklahoma and. four other defendants
charged with conspiracy to defraud in
handling Muskogee town lots will
come up for trial Monday before the
United States district court now in
session at Tulsa.
Former President Roosevelt will
spend the week in visiting the northern capital cities of Copenhagen,
Christiana and Stockholm, in each of
which elaborate preparations are being made for his. reception and entertainment. In Christiana he will deliver an address before the Noble
peace prize committee and will receive
a doctor's degree from the university.
At the end of the week Mr. Roosevelt
wil proceed to Germany.
Commander Robert E. Peary will be
entertained at luncheon Tuesday by
the Royal Societies Club in London,
and on the following day will receive
the sold medal of the Royal Geographical Society, before whom he will lecture at the Albert Hall. Another event
of the week in London will be the
Exhibi
opening of the Japan-Britis- h
tion at Shepherd's Bush. Monday will witness the start from
Denver of a score of contesting automobiles bound for the City of Mex
g
ico on the
endurance and
contest
under the rules of
reliability
the American Automobile Association.
The chief object of the tour Is to open
new territory for the automobile in
the southwest and in Mexico.
The week will be notable for the
large number of religious conferences
and other meetings and conventions
of natioal interest. Included among
the gatherings will be the National
Missionary Congress and the annual
Northern Baptist Convention, both of
which are to be held in Chicago; the
quadrennial general conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church, South,
which will attract thousands of visitors to Asheville, N. C. ; the second annual conference on city planning and
problems of congestion, which is to
assemble in Rochester and the International Orthopedic Congress, which
will hold its sessions in Washington
during the three days beginning with
Tuesday.
Flag-to-Fla-

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Caddie Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don

CHAS. CLOSSO

Caspar Avenue

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANINGWE C LEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
LADIES

AND GENTS

CLOTHES

OLD HATS MADE NEW.

SATISFACTION

CLOAKS,

SILKS-- ,

GUARANTEED.

OPERA

GOWNS,
LACES,

TIES, PARASOLS

GLOVES

ETC

PRICES REASONABLE

East Side Plaza:

Phone 132 Red.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M. BERGEDE.
nU Ft,

Manager for New Mexico.

N. M.

Catron

Block

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Bock Isand the Atchison,
land Railroads
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 9 a. m., arrive in
Roswell at 3 p.m.
Leave Roswell at 10:30 a. m., arrive
In Vaughn at 3:30 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, managzr

Read the pain formula on the box of
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
TO AND FpOM flOSWELl..
Doctor if there Is a better one. Pain
made wltn Automobile
Connection
means
congestion blood pressure
for Roswell dally,
at
Torrance
Itne
Pain
somewhere.
Dr. Shoop's Pink
Tablets check head pains, womanly Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
leaves Ross at 12, noon. Automobile
see! 20 for 25c. Sold by
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
Co.
Stripling-Burrow-

WE ALSO CLEAN

-

rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Is S5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

If you are In need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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R. J. PALEN. President.
J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
The deaths of three grown up per
NEW PAPER AND THE REFORM
sons in one house on Hillside avenue
SCHOOL.
FRAKK
McKAKE, Assistant Cashier
L. A. HUGHES,
The Springer News has been launch- from typhoid penumonia, demand ofa
must
be
There
ficial
attention.
ed on the sea of Republican journalf HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
ism and it will crowd the Democratic source of contamination, he it well
S
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
F.
A.
WALTER,
PAUL
proStock- water, or inadequate
sanitary
and
Springer
Vice
President.
Editor and President.
man very hard in the former county visions, or a sinkhole, or an uncleaned
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r
seat, of Colfax county which is des- ditch or yard, or some other cause
tined some day to be acenter of pop- which endangers the neighborhood.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
ulation. Karl F. Guthman is the edi Whatever it is should be determined
Daily, six months, by mall ....$3.75 tor and publisher and his experience by the board of health and the city auRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
in
25
Banking;
should thorities should take prompt action
2.00 on the Roy Spanish-AmericaPaily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
75
such
of
in
accordance
the
with
New
result
1870
Mexico.
in
Daily, per month, by carrier....,
. 1.00 have been good preliminary training.
65 Weekly, six months
He makes one mistake however, in an investigation. Santa Fe needs a
Daily, per month, by mail
.75
.
.
7.00
quarter
per
Weekly,
mail
by
Daily, per year,
his list of territorial officials, for there sewer system, but even more than that
$150,000
Capital Stock
appears James M. Hervey as attorney it needs a general cleaning up and
tests
water
which
well
of
its
80.000
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
of
W.
Profit
Frank
Clancy. frequent
general instead
Surplus and Undivided
is no longer above suspicion.
and
is
The
very
printed
paper
neatly
Is sent to
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It
the first article on the first page is of
l
a general banking business in all Its branches.
and
c'rculatf.)
a
has
and
growing
large
Spanish-Americaevery postofflce in the Territory,
general interest for it tells of the work
Normal
The
Loans money on the mast favorable terms on all kinds of
Southwest.
of the New Mexico Reform School as School at. El Rito, despite the beggar
among the intelligent and progressive people of the
follows:
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
ly sum of money at its command, is
"We feel that the first issue of our not only a success but it has demon
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
uNiONly)LASE:L?
paper would be incomplete without strated that it is filling a great need.
SSs
makes
and
domestic
and
telegraphic transfer
fofiign exchange
making mention of our territorial inon as liberal terms
of
world
to
of
stitution, the New Mexico Reformamoney all parts the civilized
If you want anything on eartb try
Socor- has
tiie
at
when
so
the
is
OPit
editor,
500,
Tuesday
tory.
AWAY
reported
ITS
THREW
only
as are given by any money transmiting agency , public or
SANTA
Mexican Want Ad.
Iro. too, at one time a city of 7,000 or depot, was invited by Dr. Cahill to ( a New
PORTUNITY.
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
tnan stop at the institution as we passed.
The press of New Mexico is discuss- 8,000 people, probably has less
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
sec2,000 today, and thus all along the line,
"The building and grounds have un- ing the question: "Which is the
made on consignments of livestock and products.
toshes,
advances
transformation.
a
considerable
complete
dergone
ond city of the Territory?" Santa Fe there have leen
HACK
or The latter have been enlarged, fertil- - MOODY'S
that
fifty
has
it,
In
the
Acoma,
had
report
all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
executes
had
it
if
bank
The
would have been
fever jzed and put under cultivation the
sense to take in its suburbs and if more children died of scarlet
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
From
Santa Fe portion immediately adjacent to the
all its interests had worked together this winter. In southern
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bankalto- - building having been seeded to grass.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
for the common good. But that was countv, Dolores has disappeared
is now being treated to a
The
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
too much to be hoped for and there- gether; San Pedro has dwindled from coat former
Meets Both North South
of paint.
one of very
to
town
in
of
1,500
a
second
people
for
being
fore the rivalry
public is respecfully solicited.
"We were greeted at the entrance
Bounds Trains.
the Territory lies between Roswell few hundred; Cerrillos, which once)
thru rrIJxnTsuIuJ
a rival of by tihe genial superintendent. J. W.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
and Raton. The Raton Range puts its had ambition to become
conuuc.ea
wno
us
as
a
city
and
tnrougui he nQrth hound train and arriveg at
Kirupatrick
incorporated
claim to the distinction very forcibly Santa Fe
we found every-- ; rpaos at 7
p m
as follows and in the article lies a has but a few hundred people remain- :the institution, and
from the store room to the dor- Ten miles 'sho'rter than any other
lesson for Santa Fe which might be ing. The same tale is told in northern thing
mitory, clean orderly, and sanitary
Good covered hack and good
the first city instead of the fourth or Santa Fe county where entire Indian
Ciene-guilla- ,
in
every detail. The condition of the eamg
At
sixth in the Territory for Clovis and pueblos have disappeared.
sneaks for the institution
where there were sixty families liuilrlinp,
Tliin-ga.ciie to ZkCalce Ia.s- Tucumcari are rapidly outgrowing it
i.
mi
i
a
dozen
are
at
one
there
Las
even
scarcely
time,
five
another
in
years
and
Carbonate-vill- e
families left.
Bonanza,
Cruces will have passed it:
;ner which was cooked, placed on tihe f" f T C
Trip spvJ.vJU
and other mining camps are
"E. C. Chapin of the advertising detables and served by the inmates
and
At
mere
memories.
town
Agua Fria,
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
partment of the Santa Fe is in
themselves. We saw plain wholesome
and in a most interesting conversation even in the older streets of Santa Fe, food which had been tastily arranged
scores of old adobe on
in
One
today said some good things of Raton. may be seen
the tables. The kitchen, with its
are
Mr.
houses
said
that
crumbling to pieces mammoth range, cement floor and
'"I am frequently asked,'
occuCuisine and
Large Sample
Chapin, 'what is the second coming because they have no longer any com- good ventilation, is a model. Before
Room for ComTable
small
Service
are
But
these
losses
I
pants.
we
all, think,
city in New Mexico, for
leaving, we ihad the pleasure of meet-- '
certain
Unex
exodus
from
mercial Travelers
I
the
with
as
and
pared
first,
matron
Mrs.
who
the
recognize Albuquerque
ing
Kirkpatrick,
have never failed to reply that I think parts of eastern New Mexico. Special fills her position with great credit to
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Raton is the destined second city of agents and other reliable persons re-- ) tne sch.ool.
four
out
of
three
every
the Territory, and in fact occupies that port that
"We
had
minutes
and
spent only twenty
Returns Thursday
Friday.
abandoned. ' in
the institution, but there was stim AGENCY at O. K Barber
position today in the opinion of those homesteads have been
came
who
Shop
AMERICAN AND
in position to observe carefully the Doctor Rivera of this city,
ulated in us a desire to 'call again'
EUROPEAN PLAN
here from Hassell, Quay county, said and get belter acquainted with the Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
trend of commerce.
" 'Raton will be the grand trunk that three years ago in his vicinity
management and learn more of the
Phone No. 23 Red
town of the Territory, it is the gate- there lived 08 families on homesteads, ways of one of the territorial sdiools
way to the north and the Santa Fe tun- but that the drouth had reduced these which is proving a credit to New
nel, on which so recently such a large to less than ten when he left. It is
amount was expended, will be the ad- a wonder therefore that 'New Mexico
mittance point of the great commerce would have even 275,000 people at this
THE BATEMAN ACT.
of this territory. Raton has sur- time, although, no doubt, many of
Roswell had an income of
Although
rounding it the greatest of resources, those who pulled their stakes will something like $90,000 last year for
and it must become the distributing come back before long and will give municipal purposes, or seven times as
J. E. LACOME;
For id years the only
point for the southwest. The Santa New Mexico dry farms another trial. much as the city of Santa Fe, the outFe has always forseen this, and its
first class tonsorial parlor
going Democratic city administration
Proprietor
yardage and equipment here is suff- WORK OF GOOD ROADS COMMIS- left unpaid debts to the amount of
Fe.
in
SION.
icient for a much larger city and of
$6,250, as against $2,100 balance turnOUR NEW FITCH
The New Mexico good roads com- ed over by the Republican adminis'course that future was taken into conCommodious Sample Rocn
a
active
now
TREATMENT
in
been
operahas
made
was
mission,
road
to
Fe
of
when
tration
the
Santa
its Democratic
sideration,
part of this great northern country. tion a little more than a year. Dur- successor. One phase of the Roswell s guaranteed to cure, (not only
Long Distance Telephone Station.
You have here the coal, coke, brick ing that time it, has accomplished debt is peculiar because it cannot be
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
soil, adjacent farming country, the some very substantial results in the paid unless in violation of the Bate-ma- n other
scalp irritations. We also
act and the author of that act,
mineral resource and the large ranch way of sod roads, with which com- a complete line of all the
car
ry
niifi stork interests, r.nv of which in paratively few people are familiar Attorney II. S. Bateman sets forth
Steam Heated: Electric
hair and facial tonics.
FIRST CLASS CAFE
that
the
Democratic
popular
the
The
commission
of
administration
of
is
composed
sure a prosperous future.
Lighted, Every Room
" 'To be sure, times are just now a governor, the commissioner of public Roswell has been paying other debts
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
IN CONNECTION
a Good One,
little close and capitalists perhaps lands and the territorial engineer, the in contravention of that act. However,
BATHS
BATHS
BATHS
New
Mexican
can
the
not agree with
seem a little slow in making large latter being the official in charge of
tne doctrine of the "legal" repudia- PRESS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST.
investments, but that will result in construction work.
of dfbtB f5 whMl service hfs
has'1011
smaller holdings and more of them,
Territorial Engineer Sullivan,
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
' Deen
rendered the community.
The
. t.
e
v
i
which is better, and these in time will
j
Phone
existence
of
us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
Bateman
the
not
act
is
advertise for you till a greater desire tion, an interesting summary of the sufficient notice to
on Mondays and Tuesdays
laundry
persons
furnishing
in
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
will he developed and everything'
work accomplished thus far. The com- merchandise or service to a miin,5i and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
comof
and
be
salable
land will
mission was created by the legislature
great
All work is guaranteed; your
pality. It is absurd to contend that
'yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
socks are mended and buttons
mercial value.
of 1909, but did not get into actual every creditor each time he fills an
Now
" 'Your town has grown steadily in
sewed on you shirts, without
operation until May of that year. order for the city is in position to post
snpper ready to eat and you will not have to
extra charge.
my twenty years' remembrance of it, Since that time it has inspected over himself as to the probable income of
Onr Increasing patronage is tbe
and it will continue to grow. A judic- 1,000 miles of road. It has surveyed the city or the county for that year. PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
wait.
best proof that we merit yours.
ious expediture in the matter of pub- about 500 miles and has actually con- There may be a thousand simultan
orlicity of your resources, a well
structed about 100 miles of road. It eous orders, each one absolutely Vith
G.I.UPE H ERR ERA
ganized and actively working cham- has five construction camps in various jn the Bateman act when it is given,
Proprietor
ber of commerce, a complete arousing parts of the territory in which all the and yet in the aggregate exceeding
of public interest, will help Raton to available convicts are being used.
the income of the municipal corpora- the front. A display of Colfax county
The policy of the commission is the tion for that year. The Bateman act
RATES Jl.00 A DAY AND UP
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
products in some public place and establishment, of a system of high- should be tested in Una courts. The
New
Mexican
many other things which would help, ways
believes
that
it
would be II
HI
the territory by perthroughout
should be brought to light as the pub- manent
unconstitutional
without
construction, using materials declared
much fuss or delay.
lic travel the way of better promotion. that will stand the wear
and
for
tear
" 'I have been a member of the
a long time. The sandy stretches
Chamber of Commerce of Los Angeles which are
The work of the census bureau has'
frequently encountered are
for twenty years. "When the town
macadamized with what is call- disclosed the absence
of accurate
being
had about 15,000 population, we start- ed
UEROPEAN PLAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
a sand-clawhich makes county surveys in the Territory. New
roadbed
it.
was a sleeply little a
ed to push it
hard surface and wears well. Mexico is far behind adjoining states
very
The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
place in ten years it had doubled, Low
stretches, boggy places, are in that respect. It is true that some
and now it numbers 350,000 souls. We macadamized
every room, and with bath on every iloor the finest & best CAFE in
'Where prices are. lowest
with limestone
gravel of the counties with efficient surveythe City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
simply pushed it into propserity and which, under wear,
ors
ihave
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and
ceprecinct
pulverizes and
are still pushing. Get behind Raton ments
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
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district boundaries and it is
a f splendid
for sale quality"
with your energy and all available roadbed.together making
to
men,. Give us a trial if you want first class service,
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money and push.
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"'There will be times when things generally
Corner of Water St.
while dangerous places are being pro- Colfax and one or two other counties,
WM- seem less promising, but these times
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P'op- but as to the great majority of countected
concrete
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by
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with
the proper push
depart and
chains. It is a system of construc- ties, especially of the older ones, not
even the county officials seem to have
enterprise your town will surely hold tion that will result in
permanent a clear idea of
its present position of the second City
or any other
What other 1910Resolu
roadways which may be maintained boundaries. Thisprecinct
in New Mexico.' "
is a backward and
and kept in good order at the least
tion youmay make
legrettable state of affairs as an ae
possible cost, and this system car- curate
A GREAT LOSS IN POPULATION.
is the necessary founsurvey
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OPPORTUNITY
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Judge Edward A. Mann in his letter years will give New Mexico one of dation
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PUT IT IN THE BANK, ! f?,
MANY HAVE LOSTIfe
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HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

Sliei iff Julius Meyers is up from

DIN

Seth Poroning, of Arizona, is a sight-

seer here.
.1.

on

"Pit a Utile

lore's

SDBSBHE

a

H. B. Cfilmore, of Pecos, is here

business.
Lupe Herrera has gone to

('..

Albu-

querque on business.
William U. Hill, a Kansas City salesman, is at the Claire.
W. T. Sheldon, of Ellensburg, Wash., !
is at (he Coronado hotel.
E. C. Abraham, a drug salesman
from Denver, is at the Palace.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. SulTHE season for painting and decorating is at hand
livan was a visitor in Espanola yesterday.
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and
Charles li. Kehnnan, a hat salesman of St. Louis, is calling on the
lasting peints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
trade here.
O. W. Nichols, of Denver, representif you use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNing an undertaker supply house is at
the Palace.
SHINE" inside finishes,
James D. Davidson, manager of the
Finnigan Brown Co., of Albuquerque,
is here on business.
t
;
When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
When you HIDE YOUR MONEY are you not always SCARED? You will
Assistant
Instrucof
Superintendent
act so that people will know you have money and follow you, and find tion Acasio
Gallegos has returned
WEAR.' Our paints are made from the BEST white
out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money.
from a visit to Cerrillos.
Besides, money draws interest in our bank and makes you MORE
K. H. Montgomery, E. G. Abraham
MONEY.
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him in the trial. The union has raised a fund for his defense and Gobi
will be defended by W. H. Abel, one
of the shrewdest criminal lawyers in
Chehalis county, wno will be assisted
by his brother, A. M. Abel of
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college team, and then they will play
the Salmon Grays and Peerless teams
:it the earliest possible dates.
The following arc the members of
the base ball team who will go 10
Lamy tomorrow and will probably
compose the team all season: Eddy
Delgado, captain; James Baca, Daniel
C. Ortiz, Ezequiel Cortez, Nicolas Herrera: Hilario A. Delgado, Nazario C.
de Baca, Miguel Gornian, Reyes
Pose
Guadalupe
Mondragon,
Saiz and Jose Baca.
The track team is already being organized and will be ready to compete with other teams by May 13.
In speaking of the new club and its
work one of the members said today:
"Santa Fe was very much in need
of an athletic organization, and the
Santa Fe people should help in making it a success. All Santa Fe people
should be grateful to the four young
men who have worked so hard to organize such a club and should do all
that is in their power to help them
to make a good name for Santa Fe in
the athletic records.
'"The owners of the club would like
to bear from more Santa Fe boys who
would like to join their club. Anyone
desiring to join the club should make
application to any of the four officials
either by mail or in person."

athletic club

jshmed
Young Men of Santa Fe Unite
to Promote Physical
Culture
WILL

HAVE

A

And See To It That Santa Feans
Have Chance to Take
Exercise.
The young men of the city of Santa
Fe have organized a club to be known
aa the "Santa Fe Athletic Club". The
purpose of said organization will be
to have a good social time, to promote the athletic interests in Santa
Fe, and to support athletic teams of
all' kinds such as: Baseball, foot ball,
basket ball, bowling alley, tennis, etc.
They will also put a track team in the
field, to compete with the best teams
in the southwest. They will have a
jgymnasitim and will provide every
kind of exercise and amusement for
its members. The organization will
be composed entirely of athletic, in-- !
dustrious and honest young men of
the city of Santa Fe. The use of alcoholic drinks and profane language
will he prohibited.
The club has already seventeen
members and many more have made
application to join the club, and their
applications will 'be considered at the
next meeting of the club. The club
was organized by Daniel C. Ortiz,
postal clerk in the local postofflce;
Hilario A. Delgado, also clerk in the
postofflce, James Baca, the well known
Santa Fe jeweler and who is employed
at Yontz's jewelry store, and Nicolas
Herrera, son of the owner of the
hotel. These four young men
are the organizers, owners and supporters of the Santa Fe Athletic Club,
and they will be the officials of the
club. They were elected to the following positions: James Baca, president;
Nicolas
Daniel C Ortiz, treasurer:
Herrera, manager; Hilario A. Delgado,

I
I

of New Mexico and played baseball while there. , He is also a good
bowler and basket ball player.
Daniel C. Ortiz the treasurer, is also
well known in Santa Fe, having lived
Ihere all his life. He studied at St.
Michael's college. He is well qualified for the position to which he has
been elected. He holds a responsible
position under the civil service, being
mailing clerk at the local poBtoffiee.
Mr. Ortiz is one of the most ardent,
base ball enthusiasts. He is an old all
around athlete and will be a member
of the base ball team, track team and
several otlher teams.
Nicolas Herrera, the manager of the
club, is also an all around athlete. He
is working hard to make the club the
most successful of its kind In New
Mexico.
Hilario A. Delgado, secretary of the
club is experienced in business as
well as athletic matters. He is a
good ball player and will be a member of the base ball team.
Have Good Twirler.
The club will have a team for every
kind of sport. But for the present
they have only organized the base ball
team as it is the sport best enjoyed
at this time of the year. They have
organized a ball team which they
claim will hold its own with any team
in the territory. They are all young
men but fast enough to meet any team
in New Mexico. They have secured
the services of one of the best twirl-er- s
in the southwest in the person of
Nazario C. de Baca of Cienega, N. M.
Mr. Baca is an old student of St.
Michael's college and was the star
twirler of the college team. Last
year he pitched for the Las Vegas
team and made a good record. He
spent tlhe winter at his home in Cienega but he has secured a good position as clerk in this city and has
joined the Athletic Club. He will be
the regular pitcher of the base ball
team of whom all the hoys are very
proud. He has plenty of speed, curves
and knows how to "mix 'em up." The
Santa Fe Athletic Club base ball team
is ready to meet any team in New
Mexico. They would like to hear from
any strong team in the Territory, especially the, Salmon Grays or Peerless
of Santa Fe. They will also try to
arrange games with Albuquerque,
Las Vegas, Socorro, Roswell or any
strong team in New Mexico.
Play at Lamy.
Sunday next they will play the
strong Lamy team at Lamy. As It is
theiir first game of the season tihey
would have preferred to play in Santa Fe but Lamy wouldn't come to Santa Fe, and all the other teams in
Santa Fe were already matched." They
are going to put up a strong lineup
Sunday against Lamy, and are confident of making the Lamy
players bite
the dust and beat 'em by a good
score, although the Lamy team is a
strong one, composed of veteran
players. They have won every game
played this season and Sunday their
winning streak will be broken by the
Santa Fe Athletic Club (so the lub
It will be a great day at
predicts.)
Lamy Sunday as the new hotel there
will be opened and visitors will come
from several parts of the Territory
and a large attendance is expected at
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"M"
garding the

"defense fund"
is a disgrace to the organization and
an insult to the working class in gen-- :
eral. He adds that "while we were
being advertised by St. John and
Heslewood as 'martyrs' the families
df husbands and fathers in jail for
the 'cause' were without, the bare ne-- :
eessities of life, and the money of
.the gullible and well disposed was
spent without, proper regard for the
welfare of those for whom it was
d
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Bachelors too busy to
think of marrying.
Blue Mountain Club of Washington
Suspends Operations Until After

Harvest

Spokane,

"No-Drip-

"0.

Ralph
s

the arrangements.
,

MORE TROUBLE FOR
RUTH BRYAN

LEAVITT.

Her Divorced Artist Husband Wants

Columbus, O., April 30. "I want
those children and if there is any law
in God's world to help me get them.
I will have them. I do not want the
woman, but if no other means will
avail, I will take legal steps and invoke the aid of the court to prevent
the marriage of Ruth Bryan Leavitt
to Reginald Owen," William Homer
Leavitt said last night.
The notice in the newspaper of the
approaching marriage of his former
wife, came as a surprise to him. He
said the only information he had ever
had of a divorce is such as he had
seen in the public prints.
In case he receives no direct word
from Nebraska, Mr. Leavitt says he
will leave here in time to reach
before the marriage can take
Fair-vie-

place.
"I should not hesitate to stop the
ceremony if that were the only way
to get possession of my children," he
said.

The Sound Sleep of Good Health
The restorative power of sound
sleep can not be over estimated and
any ailment that prevents it is a menace to health. J. L. Soutbers, Eau
Claire, Wis., says: "For a long time
I have been unable to sleep soundly
nights, because of pains across my
EDITOR JAMES WILSON OF
back and soreness of my kidneys. My
SPOKANE ISSUES A DEFI. appetite was very poor and my general condition was much run down. I
He Wants to Know What Became of have been
taking Foley's Kidney Pills
the Defense Fund of Industrial
but a short time and now sleep as
Workers of the World.
sound as a rock. I eat and enjoy my
meals, and my general condition is
Spokane, Wash., April 30. James greatly improved.
I can honestly
Wilson, editor of the Industrial Work- recommend Foley's
Pills as I
Kidnely
er and erstwhile leader of the Indus- know
have cured me." Sold by
they
trial Workers of the World, recently "Stripling-BurrowCo.
pardoned after serving several months
in jail for violating the
IN MEMORY OF DANIEL BOONE.
speaking ordinance, has issued a deft
to Vincent St. John of Chicago, and
Salisbury, N. C, April 30. DescendFred W. Heslewood of Coeur d'Alene, ants
of Daniel Boone and a host of
Idaho, to read him out of the organi- other
admirers of the famous pioneer
zation. Wilson jsaid following his libgathered
today at the old Boone home
eration that the I. W. W. movement
stead near here and took steps for the
was
now
follows
he
and
of the memory of Daniel
this up by charging that the impossi- perpetuation
Boone and the preservation of the
reof
Information
any
bility
getting
cabin in which he lived while a resilient of Davidson county. The cabin
is to be restored, as nearly as possible, to the condition it was in when
Boone occupied it and a suitable monument in memory of the pioneer will
"Before I began using Cascarets I had
a bad complexion, pimples on my face, be erected in the grounds surrounding
as it should the house.
food was not
and
j

j

i

i

s

anti-stre-

Bad BLOOD

,

digested
Now I am entirely well, and
the pimples have all disappeared from my SONS OF REVOLUTION
tace. I can trutnruny say tnat uascareis
ANNUAL MEETING.
are just as advertised; I have taken only
two boxes of them."
Toledo, O., April 30. Wlith dele-- !
j
Clarence R. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.
gates and visitors from almost every
state, the twenty-firs- t
annual congress
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
of the national society of Sons of the
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuthAgame. Sunday after next the
to . American Revolution, begin in this
ine tablet stamped C C C.
Atretics will play tlhe St. Michael's
927
cure or your money back.
city" with a meeting of the executive
my

have been.

'
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North Carolinians Dedicate Memorials
in Honor of the Civilizer of the
Old North State.
Salisbury. N. ('., April 30 To tlie
memory of that famous pioneer, Daniel Boone, civilizer of the North Carolina and Kentucky wilderness, founder
of Iioone.sboiough, Ky.. and central
figure and here in the many boyhood
stories of Indiana fighting and huntwere ceremoning tales, memorials
iously dedicated the Holman's Ford,
near here, today. The
promise to
become a liieeca for patriotic pilgrims.
On his historic spot there Boone
spent nineteen years of his vigorous
young manhood, hunting and resisting
the skulking Redskins, patriotic North
Carolinians have erected on the exact
siie of the old homestead, a few hundred yards from the Yadkin river, a
new log cabin, a replica of the one occupied by the intrepid hunter and his
family. Directly in front of the simple
building stands a handsome shaft of
native Rowan granite forming an Indian arrow head fifteen feet high and
mounted upon a massive base. Ornamenting this is a bronze tablet bearing the name Daniel Boone and the
date of his residence in North Carolina. Both of these memorials were
dedicated with apporpriate ceremonies
in which many of the direct descendants of Boone, and a score of others
who boast of their relationship to the
pioneer participated.
An elaborate program of exercises
had been arranged for the event. J.
R. McRary, president of tlie Daniel
was
Boone Memorial
Association,
master of ceremonies, and Governor
The
William W. Kitchin, presided.
chief addresses were delivered by
Judge Jeter C. Pritchard, of the
United States court of appeals, and
Representative Page of the seventh
North Carolina district.
The picturesque cabin which was
dedicated today, the relics of the great
pioneer that it contains and the unique tablet designed to perpetuate his
memory, are fruits of the work of the
Daniel Boone Memorial Association,
incorporated by the general assembly
of North Carolina In 1909. The association was created a corporation,
"with power to hold lands, erect suitable memorials, collect historical materials and such other things as are
necessary to perpetuate the memory
of the life of Daniel Boone in North
is comCarolina." The association
posed of eleven men, of whom .1. R.
is chairman,
McRary, of Lexington
and it is vested with the power to perpetuate itself.
The memorial association lias only
begun its work. It intends to make
of this beautiful and picturesque spot
a Mecca for pilgrims from everywhere.
It is about twelve miles from Lexington in one direction and an equal distance from Salisbury in the other. The
very spirit of the mighty hunter and
hero seems to hover in the air itself
and echoes from the cTistant past can
be heard in the rippling waters of the
Yadkin and in the sighing of the
winds in the trees which surround the
old homestead. One may linger here
until he can renew his youth and his
imagination again run riot with visions of stealthy painted Indians being slain by the unerring rifle of the
great Long Knife as Daniel Boone was
known to them.
The first step toward the accomplishment of the work was the donation of five acres of land in Davidson
county, twelve miles from Lexington,
embracing the site of the Boone homestead and other points of interest
made famous in the early history of
the hunter.
Citizens of Davidson
county subscribed funds for the erection of a replica of the cabin in
which Boone lived. Citizens of Rowan county (which was formed from
Davidson county in 1822) gave the
monument, and the Daughters of the
American Revolution of Salisbury contributed the bronze tablet for the
shaft.
The memorial is a
double
roomed, log structure, with clay chimney and shelter, an exact replica of
the homestead built by Boone about,
1755. Housed within it are numerous
precious relics, such as guns, hunting
knives, powder horns, and articles of
clothing worn by the pioneer, as well
as cooking utensils used by his family.
The cabin reposes snugly in a grove
of majestic oaks, tottering with age,
'

to Have His Children Before
She Marries Again.

IS CROWNED KING.

Fresno, Calif., April 30. All other
crops may wither and fail, but the
luscious raisin continues to hold its
kingly sway in this section of California. It had its day of glory today
in Fresno, where thousands of people
gathered to pay homage to the fruit
which is one of the principal products
of this vicinity. Raisin bread, raisin
pie and plain raisins were distributed
free to all the visitors and a carnival
program was given for their entertainment. Boxes of raisins were sent to
President Taft, John D. Rockefeller
and other notables, and hotels, railroads and restaurants throughout the
country helped to exploit the fruit at
the request of the Fresno growers
and packers.

Wash., April

head-quaner-

pop-u'arit-

RAISIN

Garnered.

at Dayton, announcing that
? organization will cease active operations until after harvest, as its
members are too busy with their orchards and farms to discuss affairs of
the heart. He reports also there are
more than 1,0(10 letters on file, the
writers representing every state in
the ITnion and all the provinces and
territories in Canada. They are being
classified and the campaign will be
resumed early next November, when it
is expected to launch the national organization with branches in the large
centers of population in the United
States and Canada. The club reports
that it has been instrumental in finding mates for a score or more of prosperous bachelors and orchardists during the last four months, and so far.
President Hunt says, everybody appears to be satisfied and pleased with

Presbyterian.

Any lady reader of this paper will
"
receive, on request, a clever
Coffee Strainer Coupon privilege, from Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
It is silver plated, very pretty, and
positively prevents all dripping of tea
or coffee. The Doctor sends it, with
his new free book on "Health Coffee"
simply to introduce this clever substitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
y
Health Coffee is gaining its great
because of: first its exquisite
taste and flavor; second, its absolute,
healthfulness; third, its economy
1
25c; fourth, its convenience.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling.
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
surprise. Frank Andrews.

is

Hunt, president of the Blue Mountain Bachelors' Club of Washington,
has issued a statement from

Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m. Regular
preaching services at 11 a. m. and 7:45
p. m. by Rev. J. P. Martin, Ph. D., of
East McKeesport, Pa. Morning subEvening
ject: "Christ's Bequest."
subject 'The Little Foxes." The sacrament of the Lord's supper will be
observed at the morning service. A
cordial invitation is extended to every
one to attend any and all of these
services, especially to the young men
for the evening service. Prayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7:45.

j

NaXFby'

Li.urao or
fccie en tlie li
f r uoCy

Church of the Holy Faith.
Rogation Sunday, May 1st, 1910.
Sunday school at. 9:45 a. ni.
Holy Communion and sermon at 11
a. m.
Evening prayer at 5 p. m.
F. W. PRATT,
Minister in Charge.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Worship
and communion 11 a. hi. Theme: "The
Salt of the Earth." Class meeting after morning worship. Senior League
7 it. 111.
Worship 7:45. Theme: "The
Divine Fire." Prayer meeting Wednesday evening 7:45. Everybody welcome. C. F. Lucas, Pastor.

secretary.
James Baca the president is well
known in local athletic circles. He
is a former student of the University

.

lUiar-r- ,

An:'

Pa-diH-

BIG GYMNASIUM

'(;uui.iUe at the Hotel Scott. Tomorrow the delegates will alteud patriots services in Trinity Methodist
chinVh. The business sessions will
in
begin Monday. San Francisco,
which city the society was first organized, is an applicant for the next
meeting of the national congress.

No Pay UNTIL CUBED;'
Norra-jS-

31.

one-stor-

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh C'-rF. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 ye&- - and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, .Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous nurfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fo

PAGE SEVEN.
and nearby the rippling waters of the
Yadkin river, where flic Boone's did
their fishing dance over the rocks and
under the shade- of the overhanging
trees. Not far distant, on the river
bank, is Boone's Cave, or Devil s lien,
which the family is presumed to have
used as a retreat, when pressed by
skulking Indians. The surrounding
grounds have been artistically laid out
to make tlie spot attractive.
The exercises today took place on
a temporary stand erected near the
cabin. The music was furnished by
the Pilgrim string hand, augmented
by a large choir from the Churchland
school, while sixteen male .students
from the same school acted as marshals. Picnic dinner was served the
visitors on the grounds.
The significance of the selection of
the date for the dedication lies in the
fact that April ::o is the if.Oth anniversary of the departure of the Boone
family from Bucks county. Pa., for
their new home on the banks of the
Yadkin river, and the 111st anniversary of the departure of Daniel Boone
from North Carolina for Kentucky.
It is a little known fact that not
many miles away, in old Joppa cemetery, near Mocksville. Davie county,
rejKtse the remains of Daniel P.oom-'father and mother. The grave of
Squire Boone is marked by a simple
headstone, which has been enclosed in
a steel cage, to save it from relic hunters, which bears this literal inscrip-

WANTS
A good Home Comfort range
for
fnle at once; $.'.".; 2;:.'! W. Manhattan

Ave.

Kxperienced bookkeeper and genera!
desires position. 7. New
Mexican.
oflice woman

FOR SALK- - Pour
room
cottage.
cellar, store room, hen house, large
lot, fruit trees, garden planted, etc.
to 2;il Agua Fria St.
i Apply
i

j

.

.TO UKNT A weil furnished front
Iroetn with use of bi:h. Lady
Inquire at office.
j

!

Gentleman's Princeton
J.. STOLEN
Coaster brake bicycle from residence,
Return and receive reward. Carl A.
Bishop.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
C.. maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex-- I
perieiice unnecessary. Pe'.' our brands
to the rettail trade, p.jg ;,;)y. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co.. Cleveland, O.

tion:

STATE MANAGER
"Squire Boone departed this life in
WANTED
sixty-nint- h
year of his life in Man. capable of earning $5. eau to $1V
of our Izord,17lir, Generary utiO salary, to take charge of big stock
for
selling campaign with
transcontinental wireless
telephone
THE VALUE OF PROPRIETARY
and telegraph system, now in successMEDICINES
ful operation.
Splendid
proposition.
is proven by the very large percent- In other states agents are making
age of physicians'
prescriptions for thousands monthly. Writer averaged
same remedies found in every drug $1:500 per week in commissions first
store in America, but. as they are writ- month. Give experience and referten in Latin, few patients realize this ences. Address H. W. Lee, (personal),
fact.
Rector Blilg., Chicago.
The old standard proprietary medicines like Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- WANTED. LARGE TRACT
FARMING
table Compound, that have stood the
LAND. 5,(M)(,' to l.",0tJ0 acres of good,
test of time, deserve a place in every
family medicine chest, and it is most cheap, agricultural land for colonizing
certain they would not. be prescribed purposes. Prefer Colorado, Wyoming,
or New Mexico. Will pay for same:
by physicians if they were abb" to devise a formula equally as efficacious. $10,000 cash: 500 acres good improved
hind near Willmar, Minn., 120 acres
near Jackson,
good improved land
Minn.: $50,000 stock good general
merchandise and business in live county seat in eastern Nebraska; balance,
if any, to run with land. Write at
ATTORNEYS AT LAW. oncci The Surety Investment Company, David City, Nebraska.
CATRON & CATRON
Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys and
WANTED
SALESMEN
Office:
Catron Block
THE
New Mexico MOST HIGHLY RATED AND BEST
Santa Fe,
KNOWN FIRM IX AMERICA. SELL-IXChas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
GROCERIES BY SAMPLE TO
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
LARGE CONSUMERS
HAVE AN
EASLEY & EASLEY,
ORIGINAL PLAN TO OFFER A FEW
Attorneys at Law.
RELIABLE, INDUSTRIOUS . g AJJE&
MEN, IN EVERY STATE, ENABLING
RENE HAN & DAV I E S
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Oaviet THEM TO QUICKLY ESTABLISH
A PERMANENT
BUSINESS
Attorneys-at-LaOF
Practice in the Supreme and Dis- THEIR OWN, YIELDING A FINE
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a INCOME. GOODS SOLD SUBJECT
TO FIVE DAYS' TRIAL:
NO INspecialty. Office in Catron Block.
FOR SAMPLES
OR
Santa Fe
New Mexico VESTMENT
OTHERWISE:
COMMISSION'S
SET
G. W. PRICHARD
TLEMENTS: EXPERIENCE UNNEC
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts ESSARY: WE TEACH Y'OU THE
and gives special attention to cases BUSINESS. SALESMEN NOW EX- IX
A
SIMILAR
LIXE
before the Territorial Supreme Court GAGED
Oflfice: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M. SHOULD INVESTIGATE THIS. REFERENCES REQUIRED. JOHX SEX-TO& COMPANY, IMPORTERS
&
E. C. ABBOTT
WHOLESALE GROCERS, LAKE &
FRANKLIN STS., CHICAGO.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND

the
thay year
tha 2."

sub-agen-

Professional Garos

....

G

SEMI-MONTHL-

Attorneys-at-La-

To more thoroughly introduce our
Practice in the District Courts as choicest
garden seeds we offer 10 full
well as before the Supreme Court of five
cents packages for 10c, postage
the territory.
paid:
Las Cruces. - New Mexico 1 Giant Russian Sunflower

5c

C. W. G. WARD

1

asure header

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico

1
1

EDWARD C. WADE

1
1

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

Mammoth Flat

1

1

1

-

-

-

Cabbage,
5c
5c

Black Spanish Winter Radish
Cuban Queen Watermelon
Best Sugar Parsnip
Purple Top Globe Turnip
Acme Late Tomato
Hubbard Squash
Rocky Ford Cantaloupe, Musk-melo- n

5c
5c

5c
5c
5c

5c
1

Golden Self Bleaching Celery

Offices.

Las Cruces

Dutch

5c
50c

New Mexico

This excellent assortment valued at
half dollar for 10c.
WILLIAM McKEAN
With every order our 50 page cataAttorney-at-Lalogue sent free. If you will send with
Mining and Land Law.
your order names of five of your
Taos
New Mexico friends who would be
interested, we
will send you a package of flower
W. A. FLEMING JONES
seeds for each name.
Bonds and Investments
E. W. FEE,
TJ. S. Commissioner
for the Third
W. Lead Ave.,
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
Notice of Settlement of Account.
In the Probate Court of the County
R. W. WITTMAN
of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico.
Draftsman
Notice is hereby given that Frankfurnished
of
on
file
Copies
records
lin
L. Frazier, the executor of the esin the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
tate of Elizabeth C. Guyer, deceased,
Santa Fe.
xew Mexico
sethas

....

....

.

The

fashioned way of dosing
a weak stomach or 'stimulating the
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Shoop first pointed out this error. This
is why his prescription Dr. Shoop's
Restorative is directed) entirely to
the cause of these ailments-r-th- e
weak
inside or controlling nerves. .It isn't
so difficult says Dr. Shoop, to strengthen a weak Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys, if one goes at it correctly. Erich
inside organ has its controlling or inside nerve. When these nerves fail,
then those organs must surely falter.
These vital truths are leading druggists everywhere to dispense and recommend Dr. Shoop's
Restorative.
Test it a few days, and see! Improvement will promptly and surely follow.
Sold by

old

Stripling-Burrow-

s

Co.

rendered and presented for
tlement and filed in said court for final
account of his administration of said
estate, together with the report thereof and his petition for a final settlement and final distribution of said estate, and that on Monday, the 2nd day
of May, 1910, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon of said day, at the office of
the probate clerk of said court in the
court house in said county and territory, there will be a hearing on said
report and petition, at which time and
place, any person interested in said estate may appear and file his exception
n writing, to said act and contest the

same.

GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk.
J. F. SANDOVAL, Deputy.
Dated, 27th day of. April, 1910.
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GROCERY AND BAKERY

Mr. Kern is a ilrst class iornmn linkor of ninny yenrs
(Jive us h trial order or nnyt hint; you may
wish, plain or fancy.

WE ARE READY TO "SHOW YOU."

F. ANDREWS

Bone

P'M.iitiu.siiwwOTiMroiraaa

pnrM
Ae

'

SPRCIAI
4

LACES

SALE

EL

-

IMIHff

a I

EMBR0IPEB1ES

caip

have just received our new Stock of this

SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE

ADOLF

"v

C ALL

AND EXAMINE, THSM

DRY GOODS CO

SELIGMAN

t

n.

f- - n

-

rj

.

.

-

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

YRDON

NEW

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

lie

knew nothing

a:v charge against him there.

declared that he had not stolen a

He

horse.

From Page Two.)

Ice cream soda at Zook's Pharmacy. TRUSTEE FOR INSANE ASYLUM.
Charles Wingfield Dropped Dead
Continues from Page One.)
Charles Wingfield, county commissioner in Lincoln county, dropped dead of
heart disease, in his garden at
cipal throughout the year, has achieved great success both as an instructor
and administrator, and has gained the
afterThis
Pole
Up
Flag
Putting
affection as well as respect of all
is
C.
putBurke
noon, Postmaster E.
students. No less than eight of those
ting up a steel flag pole at the postattendance were called away dur-- ,
ia
float
will
the
he
which
office, from
ing the session to take charge ot
stars and stripes.
schools, even before graduation, which
Why Doesn't the Band Play? and demonstrates the necessity for the
Play a Lively Tune Well it will Sun- work of the institution. The board
day nights and after the concert there unanimously
Mrs. Dixon to
will be more amusement at the Elks' the position of assistant principal and
theatre beginning at S:0 p. m. Don't matron; Jmt in view of the large atmiss it.
tendance of young men which is .exFollow the Band If you follow the pected next fall, determined to seband Sunday night, at S:30 o'clock you cure, if possible, a competent male
will fmd yourself at the Elks' theatre professor. Full arrangements for the
to see the moving pictures. Week day next year will be made at the adshows begin at 8 p. m., but Sundays journed meeting to he held at the time
of the commencement.
hereafter at 8:30 p. m.
Wnshinirtnn. D. C... Anvil 30. The
Dead
Mrs.
De
Baca
Mrs.
M. de Baca died of dropsy at C postoffice at Lynn, Colfax county, has j
Man is to ue sem
o'clock this morning at her home on been discontmuea.
Cerrillos street. She was 75 years to Wooten.
of age and lived most of her life in
Joseph Lapp, of Miami, has been
this city. She leaves five children, two commissioned fourth class postmaster
daughters and three sons. The funeral there.
will take place either Monday or TuesWashington, D. C, April 30 The
day.
following postoffice sites have been
Carter, Roosevelt county,
Sunday Night Picture Shows Man- changed:
ager Stanton of the Elks' theatre an- one and a half miles northwest; Diamnounced today that in the future the ante, Ria Arriba county, one and a
entertainments Sunday night will be- quarter miles northwest; San Acacia,
gin at 8:30 o'clock instead of S p. m. Socorro county, one mile south; Sanas formerly. This change is made on doval, Sandoval county, 1,000 yards
account of the band concert. The hand south. These have been commissionwill proceed to the Elks' theatre after ed postmasters: Frank G. Shepard,
its concert and ail are cordially invit- - Lovington; J. M. Fall, Salinas and J.
ed "to follow the hand."
Frank Romero, Salt Lake.
Zook's fountain is open for tihe seaIncorporation.
son.
The
Little
Vinyeards Company of
Wells Fargo Moving Office The
Luna
county, filed incorporaWells Fargo Express Company is mov- Doming,
in the office of Tertion
today
papers
ing its office from the Catron block ritorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The
to the building on San Francisco
is $100,000, divided into
capitalization
street formerly used as a candy store.
The paid up capital is
1,000 shares.
Sheriff Geners deputy to Duke City
The incorporators and di$3,000.
Sheriff Closson is still laid up at his rectors are: J. T. Curtis of Erie,
home with rheumatism but is reported Pa, 48
shares; Mrs. Josephine P. Ely,
a little better today. He was unable, 1
and Ralpph C. Ely, 1 share,
share,
however, to go to Albuquerque to bring both of Deming, and the last named
a prisoner charged with horse stealNew Mexico
being the designated
ing and sent Deputy Sheriff Seferino agent.
Baca after the man who is expected
to arrive here tomorrow,
Speaking of the arrest the Albu- querque Morning Journal says: Jose
D. Iteable was arrested by Deputy
MONEY AND METALS.
Sheriff Madriz yesterday, on informa-New York, April 30. Call money
tion furnished the sheriff's office here
Prime mercantile paper
by the sheriff of Santa Fe county, who nominal;
5 per cent; Mexican dollars 44;
alleged that Reahle left Santa Fe with 4
a horse that did not belong to him. Amalgamated 671-2- ; Atchison 107
Reable was placed in the county jail New York Central 1181-4- ;
Reading
Pacific 1201-4- ;
Southern
and a deputy from Santa Fe is expect- - 1561-2- ;
Steel 801-4- ;
ed here today to return him to that Union Pacific 177
Lead and copper nomiReable admitted to Under pfd. 117
county.
j Sheriff
Fred Heyn that he was from nally unchange; silver 541-4- .

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

MARKET REPORT

HI

i

SATISFACTION

FIRST CLASS

ASSURED

3-- 4

KUUUBIS
CORRICK'S HACK LINE IS RRIOK..
Prop

HACK SERVICE

SI

Standard!

.

"BAKERY DEPARTMENT"

L

about

Rui-dos-

Mr. J. Kern late of Denver is
now in charge of our

Phone Ho.

Santa Fe, but said

SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1910.

Baggies and Saddle Horses

'

7--

i

i maae irom urapes
akes the food of
superior healthf olness
and finest cuality

mu.

--

ia fegssi

New York at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
Chicago at Pittsburg.

BASEBALL.
HOW THEY STAND.

WANTED SALESMEN
THE
National League.
'
Won. Lost P. C. MOST HIGHLY RATED AND BEST
2
6
.750 KNOWN FIRM IN AMERICA SELLPittsburg
8
3
.727 ING GROCERIES BY SAMPLE TO
New York
HAVE AN
3
7
.700 LARGE CONSUMERS
Philadelphia
ORIGINAL
TO
A FEW
PLAN
OFFER
3
6
.667
Chicago
SALES3
5
.375 RELIABLE INDUSTRIOUS
Cincinnati
4
7
Boston
.364 MEN, IX EVERY STATE, ENABLING
8
St. Louis ... ... ... 3
.273 THEM TO QUICKLY ESTABLISH
PERMANENT
BUSINESS
OF
3
9
.250 A
Brooklyn ...
THEIR OWN, YIELDING A FINE
American League.
INCOME. GOODS SOLD SUBJECT
Won. Lost P. C. (TO FIVE DAYS TRIAL;
NO IN
8
Detroit
3
.737 VESTMENT
FOR SAMPLES
OR
New York
5
3
.623 OTHERWISE;
ADCOMMISSIONS
5
4
.556 VANCED;
Philadelphia
SETTLEBoston
6
6
.500 MENTS; EXPERIENCE
UNNECESCleveland
6
5
.455 SARY; WE TEACH YOU THE BUS58
.385 INESS. SALESMEN NOW ENGAGED
Washington
St. Louis
3
5
.375 IN A SIMILAR LINE SHOULD IN3
6
.333 VESTIGATE
Chicago
THIS. REFERENCES
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
REQUIRED. JOHN SEXTON & COM&
WHOLEPANY, IMPORTERS
National League.
SALE GROCERS, LAKE & FRANKBrooklyn at Boston.
LIN STS., CHICAGO.
"

SEMI-MONTHL-
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lade-to-leasur-
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Garments

We have in our store the marnmothj Spring and Summer Fashion Portfolio of the American Ladies Tailoring
Co. It Pictures in actual color sixty-si- x
styles in tailor
made garments, suits, coats, dres&es skirts and capes.

The styles are distinctive the very latest creations,
gathered from all the world.
We will show you samples of 238 fabrics both cloth
and silks. And you can iiave any garment made to your
measure in any cloth you select.
An experienced fitter, right m our store, will take all
the measurements necessary. The garments will be made
in one of the finest shops in America. They will be made
by the best of man. tailors, under the personal direction
of M. Kayser, an expert of national fame.
We will guarantee satisfaction in fit and style, workmanship ana materials. Any garment not right need not
be accepted.
Then you will have garments made to your individual
measure made to tit your figure, style and individuality.
And they will cost about half the usual price charged by
ladiws tailors.
You could not at any price get netter service. The
saving comes through making hundreds ol garments where
the usual tailor makes one.
We can off ar
here at home through
yJ all this In right
this agency arrangement,
addition, we can now offer
outfit free with any suit. Think what that
you a
means made to measure garments at half usual price,
and a waist and skirt free. For your own sake take advantage of chis offdr before the makers withdraw it.
two-piec- e

At Half Usual

Prices

We Show 66 Styles Like
These, also 238 Fabrics.

No. 308. An English Ardsley garment. This garment is a combination
of all that is desirable in the new
long tailored coat. The shawl is cut
extremely long, fastening on one side
and faced with black moire. The skirt
of the coat is full side plaited and
is headed by a double row of straps
which connect the long panel effect
to both front and back. These tabs
are finished off at each end with a
large fancy metal button and buttonhole. This same effect is predominant on the sleeve. It is not desirable for stout women. The coat is
but can be lined to the hips
or full lined, as desired. Is made up
to 52 inches in length.
'

$

A

Suits $13.50 to $45 00. Coats $8.00 to $30.00.
Capes, $7.65 to $22.00. Dresses. $9.50 to
$30.00, Skirts. $5.00 up. 2 Piece Outfit FREE

j
Outfits Free

Two-Piec- e

un-line-
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No. 108. Another Parisian creation,
very dressy in general tone and effect, yet will be found to be a very
sensible walking skirt. There .are
three deep plaits at each gore headed
off by a triangular shaped tab which
Is piped with silk and trimmed with
buttonhole loops and buttons of the
same material. It is youthful in effect, and fits snugly over the hips as
do all the new models. It is finished
on top with a narrow band of skirt material and is without belt.

No. 55. A Baer creation, decidedly '
Parisian in tone. The long graceful
reverses and double breasted effect
are distinct departures from the past
season. The shaped collar is made of
basket weave silk, or moire. Strictly
tailored soutache loops and , delicate
ivory buttons decorate the revere.
Ivory buttons are used throughout.
Back is slashed on both sides. All
seams are faultlessly double stiched.
Skirt is a 13 gore plain plaited model
cut generously full and stitched down
about 15 inches from the waist line.
The general effect is very chic.
No. 351. The Carmen.
This is a
garment of Spanish origin; is a handsome evening or opera cape. The inverted plait in the back adds to its individuality and helps give, the flare
and looseness to the cape which is so
much desired. The garment hangs
gracefully from the shoulders. It has
two large reveres of black moire and
the collar is inlaid with the same material. A fine quality of gilt buttons
are used to trip both collar and revere.
The shoulders are also trimmed with
buttons. The cape is unlined, but may
be full lined if desired. Is made up to
46 inches in length.
.

Dont Pay a Penny Until You TRY ON
-
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Your Garments
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-
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Satisfaction Guaranteed.
BOB

-

